Booking Tool: Car Rental

If booking from Request, the booking tool populates with the information provided in Segments. If booking from Travel, the user enters the search parameters in the booking tool. The rates listed in the booking tool are based on the rates vendors provide the GDS minus any UA discounts.

1. Top Matrix – Filter by vehicle class or rental company
2. Left Filter Fields
   a. Open “Change Car Search” to adjust dates, times, and locations
   b. Narrow search results by car type, vendor, and amenities
3. “Location details” – View information from the vendor regarding hours of operation, requirements, restrictions, shuttle services, etc.
4. Scroll to the bottom of the page to view additional information and the option to “Skip Car”
Displaying: 9 out of 71 results

*Total cost: Rates and total cost do not include charges for optional services such as fuel and insurance waivers. These and any additional fees or surcharges may be applied at the time of rental. Any currency conversion is based on the exchange rate for that day. The final price at the time of rental may be different.

**Vehicle capacity: Vehicle capacity is an approximation and may not match with the vehicle received. Contact the vendor for more accurate information regarding number of seats and baggage space.